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Mozilla Bug #109242:
GUI [1 ]  

The page is too clumsy

[1] https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=109242
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Eclipse Bug #175222;  
Create a new plugin using CDT [2]  

I wand to create a new plugin in Eclipse using CDT.  
Shall it possible.  I had made a R&D in eclipse 
documentation.  I had get an idea about create a 
plugin using Java.  But i wand to create a new 
plugin ( user defined plugin ) using CDT.   After that 
I wand to impliment it in my programe.  If it 
possible?.  Anyone can help me please...

[2] https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=175222
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Idea: Tool support

Mockup of CUEZILLA’s user interface [3]
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Online Survey

 Apache, Eclipse and Mozilla
 „Experienced“ Developer and Reporter
 Five minutes only
 3 Parts:

 Content of bug reports
 Problems with bug reports
 Optional part: rating bug reports

 Developer: 872 contacted
 Reporter: 1354 contacted
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The Questionnaire: 
Contents of bug reports

Developers:

 D1: Which of the following items have you 
previously used when fixing bugs? 

 D2: Which three items helped you the most?

product hardware observed 
behavior

screenshots

component operating 
system

expected 
behavior

code examples

version summary steps to 
reproduce

error reports

severity build information stack traces test cases
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The Questionnaire:
Contents of bug reports

Reporters:

 R1: Which of the following items have you 
previously provided when reporting bugs?

 R2: Which three items were the most difficult to 
provide?

 R3: In your opinion, which three items are most 
relevant for developers when fixing bugs?
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The Questionnaire:
Problems with bug reports

 D3: Which of the following problems have you 
encountered when fixing bugs?

 D4: Which three problems caused you most delay in 
fixing bugs?

You were given wrong:

product nameٱ
component nameٱ
version numberٱ
hardwareٱ
operating systemٱ
observed behaviourٱ
expected behaviourٱ

You were errors in:

code examplesٱ
steps to reproduceٱ
test casesٱ
stack tracesٱ

The reporter used:

bad grammarٱ
unstructured textٱ
prose textٱ
too long textٱ
non-technical languageٱ
:no spell checkOthersٱ

duplicatesٱ
spamٱ

incomplete informationٱ
viruses/wormsٱ
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Survey Results

 Overall response rate of 23.2%
 Developer: 156 responses, 26 inconsistent (16.7%)
 Reporter: 310 responses, 95 inconsistent (30.6%)
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Survey Results:
Contents of bug reports

Used

M
o
st

 h
e
lp

fu
l

Steps to reproduce

Stack traces

Screenshots
Observed behaviour

Expected behaviour
Test cases

Examples

Hardware Severity
Version

Summary
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Survey Results:
Problems with bug reports

Encountered

S
e
v
e
ri

t y

Incomplete information

Errors in steps to reproduce

Duplicates

Wrong observed behaviour

Wrong version number

Error in test cases

Virus & spam
Product name

Wrong expected behaviour

Bad grammar
Hardware
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Most helpful for developers vs.
provided by reporters

Information
Mismatch

 most helpful but less 
provided
 Stack traces
 Test cases
 Code examples

 Most provided but less 
helpful
 Product
 Operating system
 Severity
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Most helpful for developers vs.
reporters expected to be helpful

(Almost)No Information
Mismatch
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Evidence for Information Mismatch

 Mismatch between what developers consider most 
helpful and what users provide

 Items difficult to provide by bug reporters?
 Stack traces hard to find in log files
 Lack of tools to record behaviour

 Consequences
 Improve tool support for collecting important information
 Improve bug reporting systems → CUEZILLA
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Rating bug reports

 Optional part in survey
 100 random samples per project selected
 Presented one by one in random order
 Five point rating scale

 from very poor (1) to very good (5)

 Possibility to skip
 Showed avg. rating of last rated report
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Rating bug reports
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Rating bug reports:
Results

 In total 1186 ratings
 Total # rated reports: 289
 Only developer ratings considered
 Most frequent ratings: 3 (average) and 4 (good).
 Remember bug report 

„Create a new plugin using CDT“?
 Average score: 1.57
 Worst score among rated bug reports

I wand to create a new plugin in Eclipse using CDT.  Shall it possible.  I had 
made a R&D in eclipse documentation.  I had get an idea about create a 
plugin using Java.  But i wand to create a new plugin ( user defined 
plugin ) using CDT.   After that I wand to impliment it in my programe.  If it 
possible?.  Anyone can help me please...
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Measuring bug report quality:
CUEZILLA

 Measure on basis of content
 Keywords
 Code samples
 Stack traces
 Patches
 Screenshots
 Readability

 Trained and tested with ratings obtained in survey
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Evaluation

 Leave-one-out cross-validation technique
 Perfect agreement accuracy: 44%
 Close by one agreement accuracy: 87%

Ratings

CUEZILLA very poor poor medium good very good

very poor 0 0 1 0 0

poor 0 2 0 0 0

medium 4 11 29 17 4

good 0 1 6 12 5

very good 0 1 2 4 1
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Recommendations

 Why should a reporter care?

 Solution: Provide incentives

 Mining Facts
 Correlate rating with

 Time to fix
 Fixed or not
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Key findings

 Bug reports that are easier 
to read have lower 
lifetimes. 
(APACHE/ECLIPSE/MOZILLA)

 Including code samples in 
your bug report increases 
the chances of it getting 
fixed. (MOZILLA)
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CUEZILLA
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Threats to validity

 Stated by paper
 Selection of “experienced” participants
 Participation was voluntary
 Selection of items restricted
 Only open source projects

 Small data set
 130 developers
 215 reporters

 Bug report rating
 Only ~ 4 votes per report (not all data published)
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